HELP HABcore HOUSE THE HOMELESS

HABcore, Inc. is a not-for-profit corporation serving Ocean and Monmouth counties which provides permanent housing and individualized support, helping homeless families, veterans, and individuals with special needs move through crisis to stability, giving them the opportunity to improve their lives.

In the late 1980’s, several LunchBreak (a charitable organization dedicated to feeding the hungry in the greater Red Bank, NJ area) volunteers conducted a survey and found that a large percentage of the people they were feeding were living in substandard housing. These volunteers initiated a new organization whose purpose was to provide affordable housing in the same geographic area. Unfortunately, before the new agency was able to launch, three homeless men froze to death on the streets of Red Bank. The "HAB" in HABcore was derived from the initials of these three men.

In terms of physical growth, we have expanded from five residents to approximately 300 since our inception in 1988. We have doubled in size in the last four years. We currently operate two large boarding homes in Red Bank and Asbury Park with 51 residents and many “graduate” independent but supportive apartments. The Independent Living Program has different components:

- Properties we own in Red Bank, Keansburg, Eatontown, and Beachwood which house 39 residents.
- Properties we lease through a HUD-funded program scattered all over Monmouth County which house 150 residents from the Bayshore area to Spring Lake Heights.
- Properties we lease through a HUD-funded program in Ocean County which house 19 residents from Brick to Little Egg Harbor.
- A Rapid Re-Housing program in Ocean County which provides assistance to homeless families for up to two years with a design on promoting independence after that time.
- In January 2018, HUD awarded us an additional $150k+ to expand our Monmouth and Ocean programs.
- We are also eagerly awaiting the go-ahead to work on a 20-unit building on Ft Monmouth.

This Independent Living Program is home to veterans, individuals with special needs, and 52 families with 86 children. HABcore has extensive experience in providing permanent supportive housing to low-income individuals and families.

Central to our philosophy is the recognition that we must help our clients attack the root causes of their poverty. As our population has evolved to one where many are people with disabilities, we have expanded support services to accommodate their needs and to foster self-sufficiency. The primary goal of our programs is to furnish our residents with the tools to reach their highest level of independent living.

HABcore believes in specific, measurable outcomes. It is a priority for HABcore to ensure we are making an impact in our residents’ lives by providing supportive services through our team of licensed social workers to all those who are housed in our apartments. Our residents can achieve success when resources are made available through these supportive services.

- 95% of all residents remained in permanent housing for more than 1 year; 83% for 3 years; 70% for 5 years.
- 80% of our departing boarding home residents over the last ten years have gone on to live in a more independent setting or family reunification.
- 96% of participating adults maintained or increased their total income.
In addition to statistical objectives, the evidence of our agency’s success is found in the personal stories of our residents.

Daniela recently celebrated her three year anniversary with HABcore and she marked her one-year anniversary working at a local architectural firm. Daniela was able to save up enough money to purchase a car, which allowed her to transition into a full-time position. Daniela has earned a promotion during her time at the firm, and is considering returning to school.

Heather and her son Andrew moved into their new home in October 2016 after being homeless on and off during the previous three years. Heather successfully completed a business administrative assistant certification course at Brookdale Community College and has been working full time at the Affordable Housing Alliance since January 2017, and recently received a promotion. Heather, with tuition support from HABcore, is enrolled in Thomas Edison State College, where she can earn her bachelor’s degree completely online.

Anne and her 11 year-old son, Patrick, were the first family to move in to HABcore’s property in Beachwood, New Jersey. Anne and her son, who has special needs, are in a safe, stable home after 10 years of homelessness due to Anne losing her job, losing her home to Hurricane Sandy and health issues. Anne is working Patrick’s school while her son has finally been able to attend the same school for an extended period, giving him the opportunity to receive services specific to his needs and to build relationships with his peers and teachers. Per Anne, “HABcore has given us hope for the future, a chance to live”.

The effectiveness of this program’s outcome and management can be evidenced not only by the performance measures and outputs of the participants but by the fact that both Monmouth and Ocean counties ask HABcore to continue to expand this program year after year and rank it as one of the highest in their federal funding applications.

HABcore needs financial and political support to help ensure that the less fortunate of Monmouth County can have a safe home to live and the tools necessary to rebuild their lives.

HABcore is a tremendous asset to the community in that we are caring for people who, in many cases, were previously supported by the state at a cost in excess of $200,000 per year, and we are preventing individuals from entering the costly hospital system. 85% of our current residents have previously been in that system. According to NJHMFA, there are 8,532 homeless people in New Jersey.

Addressing homelessness can reduce crime as people don’t feel the need to steal to supply basic needs. It can reduce substance abuse as it reduces the need to self-medicate. It reduces the inefficient use of the emergency room for warmth and other services such as ambulances and police as the residents are more stable and not decompensating.

Financially, it makes sense. Approximately 90 cents of every dollar expended by HABcore are directly for programmatic needs (92.4% according to our last audit). Many tax dollars are spent inefficiently on motel rooms. While it costs between $100,000 and $300,000 annually to house someone in the state system, it costs less than $15,000 to support them at HABcore. This is while providing them with freedom, independence, stability, dignity and hope. What price can you put on that?
TESTIMONIALS

“HABcore Celebrates 30 Years of Saving Lives” - The Two River Times, May 31, 2018

“You do the work of angels. We can never repay you but you will always be in my prayers.” – Janet T., parent of a former resident

“We will be forever grateful for all the help you provided for Jeni… You may not realize the support you gave her nor the fact that she loved you all.” – Marc and Nancy P., parents of a former resident

“HABcore has earned an outstanding reputation for providing quality care for people with a history of homelessness, mental illness and alcohol dependence in their residences in Monmouth County.” – Executive Director Mental Health Association of Monmouth County

“We congratulate you on your efforts to date to develop supportive housing and we wish you continued success in your efforts to provide housing and support services in Monmouth County.” – New Jersey Housing and Mortgage Financing Agency

“Visiting Nurse Association of Central Jersey has collaborated with HABcore on many occasions to improve the lives of the disenfranchised.” – Executive Director, CHC of Asbury Park, VNA

“HABcore and its collaborating agencies provide an invaluable service to the disadvantaged of Monmouth County” – Executive Director, Easter Seals NJ

“CPC has been lucky to partner with an agency (HABcore) that is dedicated to continuous quality improvement while also maintaining affordability.” – Vice President, MH & ARS, CPC Behavioral Healthcare

“The services you provide to your clients are superior.” – Monmouth County Mental Health Department

“HABcore program a godsend for the homeless.” – Asbury Park Press

“HABcore is a hero to the homeless in Red Bank.” – The HUB -GMNews
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